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sometimes the simplest gifts bring the greatest joy.

this is the story of a simple gift that brings very great

joy to the heart of a little girl in a faraway land.

this is the story of immi.

hope and friendship 

echo across continents in this 

beautiful, timeless tale
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The icy wind blew, 
and the snow fell and fell.
Immi looked around her, 
but all she could see
was a frozen white world…

Immi wishes she had some company
out in the cold winter,
but hardly anyone ever visits.

Then one day a gift appears 
at the end of Immi’s fishing pole. 

And then another… 

and another…

Bright surprises fill Immi’s wintry world 
with color and magic. And friends.

When finally it is time for Immi to leave, 
she stops by her fishing hole 
to send out a little magic of her own...

Who will receive it? 

Karin LIttlewood
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IMMI’s GIFT

A promise kept . . . Jim and Cilly Littlewood

K. L.

I had written her story and drawn her again and again, 

but this little girl I knew so well still did not have a name. 

Then I came across the Inuit name Immi and knew it was right for her. 

It was only much later that I found out Immi is short for Immiayuk, 

meaning echo, a word that seems very fitting for this story.

Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available 
from the Library of Congress
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Oh, it was cold.

The icy wind blew, and the snow fell and fell.

Immi looked around her, but all she could see

was a frozen white world.
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Immi broke a hole through the ice and fished for her supper.

“Just one more,” she thought. “In case anyone comes around,”

which they hardly ever did.

But instead of a fish, at the end of the line 

she found a little wooden bird.
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